Singly and doubly excited states of butadiene, acrolein, and glyoxal: Geometries and electronic spectra.
Excited-state geometries and electronic spectra of butadiene, acrolein, and glyoxal have been investigated by the symmetry adapted cluster configuration interaction (SAC-CI) method in their s-trans conformation. Valence and Rydberg states below the ionization threshold have been precisely calculated with sufficiently flexible basis sets. Vertical and adiabatic excitation energies were well reproduced and the detailed assignments were given taking account of the second moments. The deviations of the vertical excitation energies from the experiment were less than 0.3 eV for all cases. The SAC-CI geometry optimization has been applied to some valence and Rydberg excited states of these molecules in the planar structure. The optimized ground- and excited-state geometries agree well with the available experimental values; deviations lie within 0.03 A and 0.7 degrees for the bond lengths and angles, respectively. The force acting on the nuclei caused by the excitations has been discussed in detail by calculating the SAC-CI electron density difference between the ground and excited states; the geometry relaxation was well interpreted with the electrostatic force theory. In Rydberg excitations, geometry changes were also noticed. Doubly excited states (so-called 2 (1)A(g) states) were investigated by the SAC-CI general-R method considering up to quadruple excitations. The characteristic geometrical changes and large energetic relaxations were predicted for these states.